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Abstract

We revisit the situation of a thin liquid film driven up an inclined substrate by a thermally induced Marangoni shear stress
against the opposing parallel component of gravity. In contrast to previous studies, we focus here on the meniscus region, in
a case where the substrate is nearly horizontal. Our numerical simulations show that the time-dependent lubrication model for
the film profile can reach a steady state in the meniscus region that is unlike the monotonic solutions found in [A. Münch,
The thickness of a Marangoni-driven thin liquid film emerging from a meniscus, SIAM J. Appl. Math. 62 (6) (2002) 2045–
2063]. A systematic investigation of the steady states of the lubrication model is carried out by studying the phase space of the
corresponding third-order ODE system. We find a rich structure of the phase space including multiple non-monotonic solutions
with the same far-field film thickness.
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. Introduction

In recent years, various aspects of the formation
nd behavior of thin liquid films that climb out of a
eservoir along an inclined wafer under the action of
thermally induced Marangoni shear stress have been

ntensively investigated, e.g.,[1–6]. The basic setup,
ntroduced in the first reference, is shown inFig. 1.

silicon wafer, tilted at an angleα from the vertical

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address:muench@mathematik.hu-berlin.de (A. Münch).

position, is subject to a temperature gradient betw
two heaters that maintain a temperature ofT+ at its
lower end, and ofT− < T+ at its upper end. The low
end of the wafer is submerged in a reservoir of sili
oil. At the beginning of the experiment, the level of
liquid in the reservoir is kept below the region wh
the temperature gradient sets in. The fluid there
achieves a thermal and hydrostatic equilibrium, wi
meniscus that extends a certain distance up the w

Then the liquid of the reservoir is raised by slow
adding liquid from an external supply (not shown
the figure), until the meniscus just reaches into
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup with the wafer in a close to
horizontal position (i.e., at a large inclination angleα with respect
to the vertical position). The substrate is subject to a temperature
gradient between the heaters that are held at temperaturesT+ > T−.
This induces a Marangoni shear stress that moves a thin liquid film
up the wafer.

thermal gradient region. As a result, the liquid in
the upper part of the meniscus experiences a thermal
gradient, which leads to a gradient in the temperature
dependent surface tension coefficient, so that the
surface tension increases with distance above the
reservoir. Consequently, a Marangoni shear stress sets
in at the liquid/air interface, which pulls a thin film of
liquid out of the reservoir, up along the wafer.

Once the contact line has moved sufficiently far from
the reservoir’s surface, the film profile becomes station-
ary near the meniscus. For some distance above the
meniscus, the film has a nearly uniform thicknessh∞.
Towards the rising contact line, the film can evolve into
either a single traveling wave or a double wave structure
[6,7]. In the latter case, the leading part of the double
wave is a nonclassical undercompressive wave. Fur-
ther work extended these results on the wave dynamics
in a number of directions[8,9]. It has been found that
the film thicknessh∞ plays an important role in deter-
mining the outcome, i.e., which of the different wave
structures evolve. Various aspects of the film profiles
in the contact line region, including their stability, have
also been studied in[4,5].

The film thicknessh∞ has usually been treated as
an independent parameter in the aforementioned the-
oretical investigations, but for the experimental setup
discussed here and in most of the above references,
h∞ is typically determined by the meniscus. This phe-
nomenon is related to the Landau–Levich drag-out
problem of determining the thickness of an isothermal

liquid film deposited onto a substrate that is pulled out
of a liquid reservoir. Using ideas from matched asymp-
totics, Landau and Levich[10] were able to understand
how the meniscus that forms where the substrate leaves
the reservoir controls the thicknessh∞. They provided
a leading order result for the thickness as a function of
the liquid properties and the withdrawal speed, for the
case of a vertical substrate.

Landau and Levich’s ideas were extended to
the Marangoni-driven film and non-zero inclination
angles by Carles and Cazabat[2]. A subsequent study
[3] revealed a systematic deviation of theory and
experimental thickness measurements of up to about
20%. This discrepancy is connected to the presence of
logarithmic terms in the next order corrections[11,12].
Münch [12] provides a derivation of the complete
correction term for non-zero inclination angles via a
systematic application of matched asymptotics. These
results, however, did not extend to substrates that are
tilted close to a horizontal position.

In this paper, we focus on the situation of nearly
horizontal wafers, that is, inclination anglesα that
satisfy cotα � 1, by first performing numerical
simulations of the time-dependent lubrication model
for the two-dimensional flow, and then investigating
the phase space of the third-order ODE that describes
a stationary meniscus. Our study reveals a number
of new meniscus solutions which do not select the
thicknessh∞ ahead of the meniscus.

These findings are related to similar results for
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oating films on a stationary or moving subst
btained by a number of authors following Landau
evich’s work. Wilson[13] investigated the drag-o
roblem for general inclination angles, and determ

he film thickness by solving, via matched asympto
boundary value problem for the free surface. He

iced a non-uniformity in his solution asα approache
/2, and observed that the meniscus solution ce
o exist if π/2 − α was smaller than a critical valu
depending on the withdrawal speed). Furtherm

ilson observed that these solutions were not alw
nique. The latter issue was taken up again by Hoc

14], who recognized the importance of the cont
ine region in determining the film thickness for
ange of withdrawal speeds. Kheshgi et al.[15] also
iscussed the steady state problem for the men
egion and identified two types of solutions, one
xes the flow rate according to the wall velocity a
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reservoir configuration, and a second type where the
flow rate can be chosen independently. However, none
of these authors systematically investigated the three-
dimensional phase space of the steady state ODEs.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section2, we
formulate the dimensional model for the meniscus/film
driven by Marangoni shear stresses and give scalings
that lead to a lubrication model that is valid in the entire
film including the meniscus. Section3 presents results
of numerical simulations showing different examples
of how a meniscus can evolve starting from monotonic
initial data. Stationary solutions satisfying the menis-
cus far-field conditions are considered in Section4 via
investigation of the three-dimensional phase space of
the corresponding third-order ODE. In Section5, we
summarize and discuss our results.

2. Formulation

In [12], a stationary model was derived for the
meniscus profile using ideas from singular perturba-
tion theory to reduce the free boundary problem for
the coupled Stokes and energy equations to a boundary
value problem for a scalar third-order ODE for the case
α > 0. The corresponding boundary value problem
for a vertical wafer position was given in[11] and the
time-dependent fourth order PDE was used in[16] to
investigate the pinch-off instability in an experiment
by Ludviksson and Lightfoot[17]. Generalizing
t nless
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The above equation was non-dimensionalized using
the following scalings forx, zandt, respectively,

L =
(

3σγσT
2ρ2g2 cos2 α

)1/3

, H = 3γσT
2ρg cosα

,

τ = 25/3µ (σρg cosα)1/3

32/3(γσT )5/3
, (2)

and contains two dimensionless parameters, the length
scale ratioε and the parameterD, which measures the
relative importance of the normal component of grav-
ity. These are defined by

ε = H

L
=
(

9

4

γ2σ2
T

σρg cosα

)1/3

and D = ε

cotα
. (3)

The dimensional quantities that appear here are the
mean surface tension of the liquid/air interfaceσ, the
temperature gradientγ, the dependence of surface ten-
sion on temperatureσT = dσ/dT , the liquid viscosity
µ, the densityρ, and the gravitational accelerationg.
We note thatε can be connected to a capillary number
Ca= µ(L/τ)/σ via ε = (3Ca)1/3.

Previous work by M̈unch [12] introduced a tem-
perature profile� = �(x) that cuts off surface tension
gradients in the meniscus region near the lower heater.
The rationale for this choice is the actual experimental
setting where the temperature gradient, hence the sur-
face tension gradient, is constant along the substrate
and the film except near the heaters, where it drops to
z
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hese approaches, the evolution of the dimensio
lm/meniscus profilez = h(x, t) is governed by

t +�x(h
2)x − (h3)x = −(h3κx)x +D(h3hx)x, (1)

here

= hxx

(1 + ε2h2
x)3/2

s the nonlinear expression for curvature. The quad
nd cubic terms on the left side of(1) represent th
ontribution of the Marangoni shear stress (wh
he prefactor�x represents the spatial derivative

temperature profile, explained further below)
he counteracting component of gravity parallel to
afer. On the right hand side, the first term arises f
urface tension and the second from the contribu
f the normal component of gravity.
ero. The cut-off was set at a position, sayx = xc, be-
ow the rising height for an isothermal, static menis
n a perfectly wetting substrate.

Eq.(1) requires boundary conditions. Far above
eniscus, we use a precursor model to alleviate
ell-known singularity near a moving contact line,

(x, t) → b for x → ∞. (4)

n the other direction, the meniscus flattens out o
he surface of the undisturbed reservoir,

(x, t) ∼ − x

D
for x → −∞. (5)

In this paper, we consider a specific limiting pr
em for (1), (4), (5), namely,ε � 1 with ε � D where

is order one or smaller, and a further condition
he heating profile that we discuss below. The first c
ition ensures that the length scale ratioH/L in the
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thin film region allows use of the lubrication approx-
imation. The second,ε � D, implies thatε|hx| � 1
even in the vicinity of the reservoir, where the slopehx
is determined by(5). The relationε|hx| � 1 permits
us to replace theκ in (1) by the linearized curvature,
i.e., lubrication theory holds throughout the film and
the meniscus including the reservoir. The remaining
condition onD is required to ensure that the fourth
order term from surface tension enters the dominant
balance in(1), and is not outperformed by the second-
order term arising from the normal component of
gravity.

We now give an interpretation of these conditions
in terms of the elevation anglêα = π/2 − α with re-
spect to the horizontal position and the parameter
δ = γσT /(4σρg)1/2. This parameter played the role of
the lubrication parameter in the scalings used for exam-
ple in [16]. It can be thought of as a non-dimensional
measure of the shear stress and is indeed small in typ-
ical physical experiments[1,2,18,19]. Using

ε =
(

9δ2

sinα̂

)1/3

, D =
(

3δ

sin2 α̂

)2/3

cosα̂,

one easily finds thatε � D � 1 andε � D ∼ 1 are
equivalent toδ � α̂2 � 1 and δ ∼ α̂2 � 1, respec-
tively. Hence the limits we have specified above cor-
respond to a certain regime of small shear stress and
nearly-horizontal wafer positions.
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the precursor film. The static meniscus arises in the
absence of Marangoni forces through the balance of
mean surface tension and gravity. Its profile is governed
by the ODEhxxx = Dhx + 1 and the boundary condi-
tionsh ∼ −x/D for x → −∞ andh(0) = 0 = hx(0).
The conditions atx = 0 ensure that the ‘tip’ of the
meniscus is located at the origin and levels out onto
the substrate with zero contact angle. Raising this pro-
file by an amountb permits it to be smoothly joined
to a precursor film starting atx = 0. Thus, the initial
profile is:

h0(x) =



D−3/2(exp(D1/2x)

−D1/2x− 1) + b for x ≤ 0,

b for x > 0.

(7)

To obtain solutions of(6) numerically, we truncate the
infinite spatial domain to [x1, x2] = [−l/5, 4l/5], with
the length of the domain chosen to be aboutl = 100. We
impose four boundary conditions, requiringhx(x2, t) =
0, hxxx(x2, t) = 0 andh(x1, t) = h0(x1), hxxx(x1, t) =
0 for t > 0. We discretize the initial boundary value
problem on this domain using standard finite differ-
ences in space and an implicit Euler scheme in time.
Grid points are concentrated near where the evolving
wave structure joins the precursor. After each time step,
the solution is transferred via interpolation onto a new
grid shifted to match the new position of the leading
front. The time discretization error is controlled using
a step-doubling approach. All calculations are carried
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With the above conditions satisfied,(1) becomes

t + [f (h)]x = −(h3hxxx)x +D(h3hx)x, (6)

heref (h) = h2 − h3 denotes the flux-function. No
hat in (6), we let�x → 1. This additional conditio
equires that as the substrate is lowered (α̂ → 0), the
osition of the heater is moved further into the bat

hat in the limit, the liquid film is subject to a unifor
hear stress. In the following section, we discuss(6)
ith far-field conditions(4) and (5)for D > 0.

. Dynamical simulation

We seek solutions for the PDE(6) using initial
ata which satisfies the far-field conditions(4) and
5). Specifically, the initial profile for our comput
ions consists of a static meniscus smoothly joine
ut in quadruple precision arithmetic in order to ob
ccurate results for fourth order PDEs discretized
ne grid[20].

In the following, we consider three examples,
ng a fixed value ofb = 0.005 for the precurso
lm thickness with three different values forD =
.1021,0.3220, and 0.6426. For a fixed tempera
radient, increasing the parameterD corresponds t

owering the wafer to more horizontal positions i
hysical experiment.

xample 1. D = 0.1021.

At first, a rapidly growing ridge forms at the men
us. The ridge then separates off and begins to
p the wafer. For the smallest choice ofD, the shap
f the ridge saturates, forming a single compres
ave, traveling with constant speed in the positivx
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Fig. 2. Numerical solutions of(6) and (7)for Example 1((a), left) andExample 2((b), right). Film profiles are shown at dimensionless times
as given in the legends. In (a), there is a single compressive wave, while in (b), an undercompressive-Lax double shock develops and travels up
the substrate. There is a thin precursor film of thicknessb = 0.005 in both cases.

direction (seeFig. 2(a)). A compressive (or Lax) wave
[7] is one for which the characteristic speeds for the
left and right stateh∞ andb satisfy the so-called Lax
entropy conditionf ′(h∞) < s(h∞, b) < f ′(b), where
the wave speeds is given by the Rankine-Hugoniot
conditions = (f (h∞) − f (b))/(h∞ − b). As it moves
further away, the meniscus settles into a monotonic,
stationary solution withh∞ as far-field thickness for
large positivex. The value ofh∞ depends onD but is
not affected if we perturb the value ofb.

Example 2. D = 0.3220.

For this somewhat larger value ofD, the shape of
the capillary ridge does not saturate, in contrast to
the previous example. We see inFig. 2(b) that a ridge
forms as before, but begins to pull apart to form the
typical profile of a double wave with two separating
fronts. The leading wave is a nonclassical undercom-
pressive wave with a unique,b- and D-dependent
left statehuc for which the Lax condition is violated
(i.e., f ′(huc) < s(huc, b)), while the trailing wave
is a classical compressive or Lax wave; a detailed
investigation of the double wave can be found in[6–8].
The compressive wave moves at a lower speed than the
undercompressive wave, but both speeds are positive,
so that for long times, the meniscus evolves into a
stationary monotonic solution with far-field film thick-
nessh∞ which depends onD but not onb, as in the first
e

Example 3. D = 0.6426.

For the largest value ofD we consider in this
section, the development in the beginning is similar
to the second example: we see the formation of an
undercompressive wave (Fig. 3), that moves up the
wafer. In its wake, a structure with a visible dip
emerges, which, however, remains attached to the
meniscus, i.e., it persists even for long times as the
undercompressive wave moves further up the wafer.
The meniscus evolves into a stationary profile that
is non-monotonic, withh∞ = huc. In this example,
the far-field thickness is set by the undercompressive
wave, so it depends onb in addition toD.

4. Steady state solutions

4.1. Steady state equations

We next explicitly seek steady state solutions of Eq.
(6). Settinght = 0 and integrating once yields a third-
order ODE forh,

hxxx −Dhx = −f (h) −Q

h3 , (8)

where the constant of integrationQ represents the total
flux of liquid across a cross-section of the film. Specif-
ically, we look for solutions that extend from the reser-
v t
xample.
 oir at x → −∞ onto a flat film atx → ∞, i.e., tha
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Fig. 3. Numerical solution of(6) and (7)for Example 3, at dimensionless times given in the legends. Only the undercompressive shock propagates
away from the meniscus. The right figure (b) shows an enlarged view of the region in the left figure (a) delineated by a dashed box. Again the
precursor layer thickness isb = 0.005.

satisfy the far-field conditions

h(x, t) ∼ h∞ for x → ∞, (9)

h(x, t) ∼ − x

D
for x → −∞. (10)

From (8) and (9), we readily find thatQ andh∞ are
related via the flux function,Q = f (h∞). For givenQ
in the range 0≤ Q < f (2/3) = 4/27, there are exactly
two positive solutionsh∞ that satisfy this relation. The
lower solution,hB, lies in the range 0< hB < 2/3 and
increases withQ, while the upper,hT , satisfies 2/3<
hT < 1 and decreases. ForQ → 0, hB andhT tend to
0 and 1, respectively, and forQ → 4/27, they merge
ath = 2/3.

In the following, we identify the solutions of(8)–
(10)with h∞ equal to eitherhB orhT , by investigating
the three-dimensional phase space of(8). There are two
parameters in(8),D andQ. However, rather than using
Q itself as second parameter, we use the corresponding
lower film thicknesshB, 0< hB < 2/3. FromhB we
can determine the total fluxQ = f (hB), and the upper
thicknesshT , 2/3< hT < 1, by solvingf (hT ) = Q.
As is made clear below, the solutions of(8)–(10)with
far-field thicknessh∞ = hB are qualitatively distinct
from those whereh∞ = hT . We will subsequently refer
to the former as Type I and to the latter as Type II
meniscus solutions.

Letting v = h′ andw = h′′, we convert(8) into a
system of three first order ODEs

h′ = v, v′ = w, w′ = Dv− f (h) − f (hB)

h3 ,

(11)

where primes denote derivatives with respect tox.

4.2. Equilibria and invariant manifolds

The system(11) has two equilibria, the ‘bottom’
equilibriumB = (hB,0,0) and the ‘top’ equilibrium
T = (hT ,0,0). Linearizing(11) near an equilibrium
I ∈ {B, T }, we find the characteristic equation for the
eigenvalues of the linearized ODE system to be

λ3 −Dλ+ f ′(hI )
h3
I

= 0. (12)

For both choices ofI ∈ {B, T }, the roots of this poly-
nomial equation have non-zero real part sincef ′(hI ) is
non-zero. Moreover, the sum of the three roots of(12)
must be zero, so there must be real roots or real parts of
complex conjugate roots of both signs, henceB andT
are saddle points. The equilibrium coating thicknesses
hB andhT are functions ofD; in what follows we will
only on occasion note this dependence explicitly.

For the bottom fixed point, we havef ′(hB) > 0, so
that the product of the eigenvalues must be negative.
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This implies that exactly one eigenvalue is real and
negative; the other two are either real and positive or
form a complex conjugate pair with positive real part.
The distinction between these two cases is provided by
the sign of the discriminant

%(h;D) = −D
3

27
+ (f ′(h)/h3)2

4
. (13)

If %(hB;D) > 0, we have a complex conjugate pair,
while for%(hB;D) ≤ 0, all roots are real. HenceBhas
a one-dimensional stable manifoldWs(B) and a two-
dimensional unstable one,Wu(B). Trajectories on the
latter form a spiral nearB in the case where we have a
complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues, i.e., if%(hB;D)
is positive.

For the top fixed point,f ′(hT ) < 0, so it has
a one-dimensional unstable manifoldWu(T ) and a
two-dimensional stable manifoldWs(T ). The eigen-
value corresponding toWu(T ) is real while the eigen-
values forWs(T ) are complex conjugate exactly if
%(hT ;D) > 0; in that case, the trajectories onWs(T )
wind into a spiral nearT. For%(hT ;D) ≤ 0, all eigen-
values are real.

We now turn to characterizing the trajectories that
have the proper behavior forx → −∞, i.e., that satisfy
(10). Expandingh in terms ofxyields a special solution,
h0(x), the first terms of which are

h0(x) = − x

D
− ln |x| + o(1) at x → −∞. (14)

T
t

h
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these solutions become trajectories of the new system
that tend to the equilibrium (˜u, ṽ, w̃) = (0,−1/D,0).
In this paper, however, we continue with the system
(11) that represents meniscus profiles directly.

Type I meniscus solutions arise as codimension one
intersections ofW∞ andWs(B) and therefore break
under perturbations ofhB for fixed D. This agrees
with previous findings[12] for a model with nonlinear
curvature and smallα, that matching inner and outer
solutions for Type I meniscus profiles fixes the film
thickness achieved atx → ∞. The trajectories for
Type II solutions, in contrast, are codimension zero
intersections ofW∞ and Ws(T ). Such trajectories
persist under perturbations of the parameters.

The invariant manifolds are approximated by nu-
merically computing individual trajectories, using the
LSODE ordinary differential equation solver[21],
starting from appropriate initial data and then com-
puting forwards inx for W∞, or backwards for the
stable manifolds ofB andT. Specifically, forWs(B),
we choose initial data (h, v,w) = B ± β�u1, whereβ is
taken to be small, in the range of 10−8 to 10−3, and�u1
is the normalized eigenvector pertaining to the real neg-
ative eigenvalue ofJF (B). The matrixJF (B) denotes
the Jacobian of the right hand side of(11)with respect
to (h, v,w), evaluated at the equilibriumB. We also re-
mark that normalization is done here with respect to the
2-norm. For the two-dimensional manifoldWs(T ) we
use (h, v,w) = T + β[cos(θ)�u2 + sin(θ) �u3] for θ val-
ues between 0 and 2π. The vectors�u2 and�u3 are either
t s of
J use
o s of
t

at-
i tly
l t
i

h

w f
v s
p
o ut
he behavior of the general solution of(8)atx → −∞
hat satisfies(10) is given by

(x) ∼ h0(x) + C0 + C1 exp(D1/2x) at x → −∞.

(15)

ere,C0 andC1 are arbitrary constants. The first
hese two constants,C0, corresponds to translations
he solution along thex-axis; since solutions to(8)–
10) are translation invariant, we can setC0 = 0 with-
ut loss of generality. From this, we conclude that
olutions of(8) that satisfy(10) form a one paramet
amily, which corresponds to a two-dimensional m
fold W∞ in the phase space for(11). We note tha
olutions satisfying the far field condition(10) can be
epresented as trajectories approaching an equilib
y writing (8) as a new system of ODEs with ind
endent variables ˜u = 1/h, ṽ = hx andw̃ = hxx. Then
he normalized eigenvectors if the two eigenvalue
F (T ) are real or, if they are complex conjugate, we
rthonormalizations of the real and imaginary part

he eigenvectors.
ForW∞ we find approximate initial data by evalu

ng(15)and its first two derivatives at some sufficien
arge cut-offx = −L; a typical choice isL = 20. Tha
s, we start integrating with

= − (−L)

D
− ln | − L| + β,

v = − 1

D
− 1

(−L)
+ βD1/2, w = 1

L2 + βD,

hereβ = C1 exp(−D1/2L) is varied within a range o
alues in order to trace outW∞. For all the example
resented below, we found that usingβ from a range
f values smaller than 0.1 was sufficient to trace o
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the required portion ofW∞. IncreasingL typically de-
creased the maximum of this range ofβ. In terms of the
alternative variables ˜u = 1/h, ṽ = hx andw̃ = hxx, in-
creasingLand decreasingβputs the initial points closer
to the equilibrium (0,−1/D,0), resulting in trajecto-
ries that approach the desired manifold more closely.
Hence, it also leads to a better approximation ofW∞
in terms of the variablesh, v, andw. We compared
the results obtained for the originalL = 20 to those
for largerL (and smallerβ) and found little difference.
Specifically, the curves traced out by the intersection
of the trajectories with the Poincaré planeP, defined
below in(16), hardly changed. This indicates that the
original choice forL already yields sufficiently accu-
rate approximations forW∞ ∩ P .

4.3. Results

In this section we describe what solutions of(8)–
(10) are possible asD is varied. We first illustrate our
approach by investigating the phase space situation for
the specific choice ofD = 0.3220 used inExample 2of
Section3, before considering otherD values. We note
here that all numerical values appearing in this paper
are given with four digits of accuracy.

4.3.1.D = 0.3320
For a special value ofhB = h∗

B(D) = 0.4002, a tra-
jectory ofW∞ connects toB, so we have a Type I
s

following Ws(B) backward inx, varyinghB for fixed
D, until (10) is satisfied. The resulting Type I trajec-
tory is shown in the phase space by a solid line inFig.
4(a). Also shown are two dashed lines for trajectories of
W∞ that connect toT, i.e., trajectories of two different
Type II meniscus solutions. In a close up of a projec-
tion of trajectories near the equilibria (Fig. 4(b)) we
can identify further Type II trajectories. Shown there
are the solid line for the Type I trajectory connecting to
B, two distinct dashed lines labeledaandb connecting
to T that are the projections of the Type II trajectories
from the left figure, and two more (dashed) lines that
pass very close near the equilibriumBbut then connect
to T, hence also representing Type II solutions. These
two lines are labeledc andd and are virtually indistin-
guishable except in the immediate vicinity ofB.

We also compute intersections of the invariant
manifold with the Poincaré plane

P = {(h, v,w) : h = 2}. (16)

The specific value ofh used in(16) is not crucial, and
we have explored the use of values other thanh = 2.
Fig. 5(a) shows the Poincaré plane for these values of
D andhB. The point where the one-dimensional man-
ifold Ws(B), or rather, one branch of it, hits the plane
is marked by a plus. Since the two other manifolds of
interest here,Ws(T ) andW∞, are two-dimensional,
their intersections withP are curves, shown in the
figure by a solid and a dashed line, respectively. The
p that

F ce forD = nal
v ints, in at
c gB, and enote
t ptote f
L

olution. We use a shooting method to determineh∗
B,

ig. 4. Two views of trajectories ofW∞ in the (h, h′, h′′) phase spa
iew; the right figure (b) is a closer view near the stationary po
onnects toB, while the dashed lines go toT, after first approachin
he line{(h,−1/D,0) : h > 0}, to which trajectories ofW∞ asym
etters correspond to the labels inFig. 5.
lus coincides with the dashed line indicating

0.3220 andhB = h∗
B(D). The left figure (a) is a three-dimensio

a projection onto theh, h′ plane. The solid line is a Type I trajectory th
represent different Type II solutions. Dash-dotted lines in (a) d
orx → −∞, and the positive part of theh-axis {(h,0,0) : h > 0}.
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Fig. 5. On the left (a) are shown the intersections of invariant manifolds with the Poincaré planeP defined in the text. The right figure (b) shows
the profiles of Type I and Type II solutions corresponding to the intersections of manifolds shown in (a). Insets show the regions in dashed boxes
in more detail.

W∞ intersectsWs(B), i.e., there is a Type I solution.
The point where this trajectory passes throughP is
also the center of an elongated spiral formed by the
intersection ofWs(T ) with P.

The spiral arises because trajectories fromWs(T )
that pass close to the equilibriumB feel the effect
of the complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues and are
wound into a spiral around the equilibrium. This is sim-
ilar to a situation previously described for the trav-
eling wave ODE[7,12]. First note there is a hete-
roclinic orbit that connects the two equilibria, and
hence spirals exactly intoB. Neighboring orbits ap-
proachB but are finally expelled along one of the
two branches ofWs(B). Trajectories that are closer to
the orbit connectingT to B spend more ‘time’ in the
vicinity of the equilibrium and leave it, after a larger
number of windings, along a curve that lies closer to
Ws(B). In this way the intersection of these trajecto-
ries with P traces out a spiral with an infinite num-
ber of windings centered around the pointWs(B) ∩ P .
Since for the special situationhB = h∗

B, the center of
the spiral structureWs(B) coincides withW∞, there
are an infinite number of trajectories in the intersec-
tion of Ws(T ) andW∞; each of these intersections
corresponds to a different Type II meniscus solution.
The first four of these intersections are shown in the
Poincaŕe plane in the inset ofFig. 5(a), labeled by a–
d according to the order in which they appear on the
spiral.

Profiles of the various meniscus solutions are
d
m for

the four Type II solutions that correspond to the four
intersections inFig. 5(a) and are labeled accordingly.
Note that in contrast to the Type I solution, the Type II
solutions are non-monotonic, instead having an
oscillatory structure where the meniscus passes over
onto the flat film ahead of it. The solution labeled a has
the thinnest and shallowest ‘dip’. The other solutions
b–d each have a minimum that is slightly belowhB
within a dip that becomes wider for the higher Type II
solutions. Each of these solutions is also shown in
Fig. 4(b).

We now changehB, while still keepingD = 0.3220
fixed. For a range of values somewhat larger thanh∗

B,
the center of the spiral moves to the right ofW∞ (as
viewed inP), but there are still multiple trajectories in
the intersection ofW∞ andWs(T ). These continue to
exist until hB exceeds a special valueh(1)

B = 0.4304.
Therefore forh∗

B < hB < h
(1)
B there still are multiple

Type II solutions, but only a finite, even, number of
them. ForhB > h

(1)
B , the manifoldsWs(T ) andW∞

completely separate, so that no Type II solutions exist
in this range. An example of a Poincaré section for this
case is shown inFig. 6(a).

Similarly, for a range of valuesh(2)
B ≤ hB < h∗

B,
the center of the spiral moves to the left ofW∞ in the
Poincaŕe plane, but remains close enough so that there
are multiple Type II trajectories, though there are again
only finitely many of them. ForhB below the special
valueh(2)

B = 0.3946, there is only one intersection of
Ws(T ) andW∞, visible as a single intersection point
i II
s

isplayed in Fig. 5(b), with a solid line for the
onotonic Type I solution, and other line styles
n P in Fig. 6(b), so there is now a unique Type
olution.
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Fig. 6. Poincaŕe sections forD = 0.3220 and differenthB. (a) (left figure)hB = 0.4310 (b) (right figure)hB = 0.3930. Symbols and line styles
carry over fromFig. 5(a). In (a) there is no Type II trajectory; in (b) there is exactly one.

4.3.2. VaryingD
ChangingD for a fixedε means increasingα while

decreasingσT . AsD is increased from zero (for a verti-
cal substrate), it passes two special values, at which the
behavior changes from that shown above. AsD is var-
ied, the special valuesh∗

B, h(1)
B andh(2)

B also change. In
particular,h∗

B continues to increase monotonically with
D until h∗

B reaches 2/3. This happens for a finite value
of D = D∗ = 0.8008. The other critical value is asso-
ciated with the change of character of the eigenvalues
at hB. This occurs when%(h∗

B(D);D) = 0, for D =
DB = 0.7142. ForD > DB, all eigenvalues of the Ja-
cobianJF (B) become real and the spiral inWs(T ) ∩ P
disappears forhB = h∗

B(D). These critical values di-
vide D into three ranges of interest: 0< D ≤ DB,
DB < D ≤ D∗ andD > D∗.

In the first range, 0< D < DB, we obtain the
same qualitative picture as forD = 0.3220 though the
special valuesh∗

B, h(1)
B andh(2)

B change withD. For
each value ofD, there is a single Type I meniscus with
flat film thicknessh∗

B, and a family of Type II meniscii
with a range of flat film thicknesses greater than 2/3.
The examples in Section3, which all haveD in this
range, illustrate the dynamical process by which one
of these meniscus solutions is selected. This aspect
will be addressed in Section5.

Turning now to values ofD in the second range
DB ≤ D < D∗, we still find a special valueh∗

B(D)
for which Type I trajectories exist, which continues to
i ∗

ForD = DB andhB = h∗
B = 0.6354, a trajectory from

W∞ connects to the equilibriumB, so that in the corre-
sponding Poincaré sectionFig. 7(a),Ws(B) coincides
with W∞. There can only be a finite number of tra-
jectories in the intersection ofW∞ andWs(T ), due
to the absence of a spiral in this range ofD when
hB = h∗

B. In fact, viewed inP the solid line forWs(T )
seems to end atWs(B) without intersecting the dashed
line for W∞. This leads us to conjecture that when
DB ≤ D < D∗, there are no Type II meniscus solu-
tions at all, forhB = h∗

B(D).
ForhB slightly larger thanh∗

B,Ws(B) moves to the
right ofW∞ inP. In the example shown inFig. 7(b), we
see thatWs(T ) ∩ P ends right atWs(B) ∩ P , without
visibly curving around this point, so there is no possi-
bility for an intersection of the manifoldsWs(T ) and
W∞, i.e., there are no Type II trajectories. We conjec-
ture that this is true for allhB in h∗

B(D) < hB < 2/3,
whenD is in this range.

ForhB smaller thanh∗
B, the plus representingWs(B)

inP moves to the left ofW∞, as seen inFig. 7(c). Since
here%(hB) is positive for small enoughhB, the spiral
inWs(T )’s intersection withP reappears, but the rate at
which it grows seems to be lower than the rate at which
Ws(B) andW∞ separate. In fact, inFig. 7(c) the spiral
appears to be so small that it is not visible on the scale
of the figure. Hence, there is exactly one intersection of
Ws(T ) andW∞. We conjecture that for all 0< hB <

h∗
B(D) andDB ≤ D < D∗, there is always a unique

Type II trajectory.
ncrease monotonically withD until hB reaches 2/3.
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Fig. 7. Poincaŕe sections forD = DB = 0.7142 and (a)hB = h∗
B(D) = 0.6354 (b)hB = 0.6370 (c)hB = 0.6300. Symbols and line styles carry

over fromFig. 5(a).

Finally, we consider the third range,D > D∗. For
D = 1 and allhB less than 2/3, the intersections of
Ws(B) andW∞ with the Poincaŕe plane remain a finite
distance apart. The spiral inWs(T ) is absent for a range
of hB near 2/3, whenWs(B) is closest toW∞ (in P).
We conjecture that forD > D∗ and allhB, there are no
Type I solutions, and a unique Type II solution.

5. Summary

Fig. 8summarizes for which values ofD andh∞ we
find a stationary meniscus solution withh → h∞ for
x → ∞. All solutions that have a far-field thickness be-
low h∞ = 2/3 (dotted horizontal line in the figure) are
Type I solutions, while the ones with larger thickness
are of Type II.

A single branch of Type I solution exists only for
D < D∗, so that the thicknessh∞ of the film emerg-
ing from the meniscus is necessarily equal to theD-
dependent valueh∗

B. This value is shown as a solid line
in Fig. 8that tends to 2/3 whenD = D∗. ForD → 0,

Fig. 8. The occurrence of steady state solutions for differentD and
far-field film thicknessesh∞. Type I solutions only exist on the solid
line that ends at (D∗,2/3). For each value ofD < D∗, the thickness
h∞ is given byh∗

B, determined in Section4. The complementary
valueh∗

T is obtained as the upper solutionhof f (h) = f (h∗
B). Type II

solutions exist for the range of values (D,h∞) in the gray shaded
area, which is delimited from below by 2/3 forD ≥ D∗ and byh∗

T

for D < D∗. In fact, forD < DB, they still exist slightly belowh∗
T ,

down to a valueh(1)
T ; this is not shown in the figure.
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the numerical data shows that the film thickness for this
branch of solutions tends to zero; in fact, closer inspec-
tion in a log-log plot indicates thath∞ = h∗

B ∼ D3/2.
Note however, that the approximations used in the
derivation of(6)are only valid ifD � ε. Indeed, previ-
ous results by Carles and Cazabat[2], Fanton et al.[3]
and Münch[12] on stationary meniscus solutions of(1)
for lower α show that in the limitε,D → 0, D � ε,
the film thickness behaves likeε3/2, i.e. decays more
slowly than the resulth∞ ∼ D3/2 obtained from the
lubrication model(6).

On the other hand, these earlier asymptotic approxi-
mations of the nonlinear curvature model thickness de-
teriorate for largerD. A quantitative comparison of the
nonlinear curvature model thickness with the leading
order solution from[12] (also stated in[2,3]), using a
realistic shear stress[19] that yieldsδ = 7.87× 10−3,
shows that, except for very smallD, the values devi-
ate noticeably. The asymptotic approximation always
overestimates the thickness for the nonlinear curvature
model. For values larger than aboutD = 0.1 (where,
we note,D is about equal toε for the aformentioned
choice ofδ), the nonlinear curvature model thickness
rapidly approaches the solid line inFig. 8, which re-
mains a good approximation up toD = D∗. Carles and
Cazabat explain the failure of the basic asymptotic for-
mula by the increasing importance of gravity for larger
values ofh∞, and suggest an improved formula that is
also used in[19] (where it appears as Eq.(1)). Their
new expression indeed provides a better approximation
f
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A feature of our results is that for a givenD < D∗
(i.e., a fixed experiment set-up) there is a gap in ac-
cessible coating thicknesses and flow rates. A similar
gap has been seen for a film which is dragged out by
a moving substrate[15]. On the other hand, we have
demonstrated that there are no Type I meniscii forD
beyondD∗; estimates based on the Type I thickness are
not valid for largeD. Hints of the bifurcation seen here
are evident in Wilson’s results for the drag-out problem
[13].

5.1. Interaction of the meniscus solutions with the
shock dynamics

A complementary diagram toFig. 8 that maps out
which wave structures arise at the contact line for dif-
ferent values of the parameterD and left statesh∞
(and selected precursor thicknessesb) is given in[8].
Overlapping the two diagrams yields additional infor-
mation about which dynamics are possible for a thin
film emerging from the meniscus, and which type of
meniscus solution is established in the long run, for
different values ofD. An outline of the picture that
emerges is given here by discussing the three examples
introduced in Section3; a fuller account that also in-
vestigates the stability of the meniscus solutions will
be given in an upcoming paper. The issue of meniscus
thickness and different meniscus solutions may also
have some relevance for the work by Haskett et al.
[22], where a Marangoni-driven film is controlled by
l

-
l s
t
T ni-
t r-
t This
t
b r the
t
t
b n of
a s so-
l the
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h f
t hord
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or a larger range ofD, but still deteriorates for largeD,
or which it underestimates the thickness inFig. 8. In
act, it remains well below 2/3 even forD significantly
arger thanD∗.

Type II solutions exist in the first range ofD,
< D < DB, for thicknessesh∞ ≥ h

(1)
T , with multiple

olutions arising in a thin striph(1)
T < h∞ ≤ h

(2)
T that

ontainsh∗
T , and merges intoh∗

T at the point (DB, h∗
T )

arked by a circle in the figure. Hereh(1)
T is defined a

he rooth > 2/3 of f (h) = f (h(1)
B ), whereh(1)

B is the
pecial value introduced in the previous section;
aluesh∗

T andh(2)
T are defined analogously. Onlyh∗

T is
hown inFig. 8, as a dashed line. ForDB ≤ D < D∗,
e have the simpler situation of either no Type II

utions if h∞ ≤ h∗
T , or exactly one, ifh∞ > h∗

T . In the
hird range ofD discussed in this paper,D > D∗, we
ave exactly one Type II solution for allh∞ above 2/3.
ocalized heating with a laser.
For Example 1, the thicknessh∗

B of the Type I so
ution for D = 0.1021 is fairly small; it correspond
o labelC1 on the graph of the flux function (Fig. 9).
heory[7,8] predicts that for a class of monotonic i

ial data connectingb with a left state below a ce
ain threshold, a single compressive wave arises.
hreshold,hthresh say, depends onb andD, and can
e determined by investigating the phase space fo

raveling wave ODE of the lubrication model(6). For
he choice ofb andD in this example,h∗

B indeed lies
elow the threshold. So we observe the formatio
single compressive wave and a Type I meniscu

ution. The left state of the wave is determined by
nique far-field thickness of the Type I meniscus,
∞ = h∗

B, which does not depend onb. The speed o
he compressive wave is given by the slope of the c
onnectingC1 andP in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Situation on the graph of the flux functionf (h) = h2 − h3

for each of the three examples of numerical simulations introduced in
Section3. Boxes, crosses and circles mark the points (b, f (b)) (label
P), (huc, f (huc)) (labelsAi) and (h∗

B, f (h∗
B)) (labelsCi), with a dif-

ferent symbol for each examplei = 1,2 and 3. Dotted lines indicate
chords for the shock wave profiles that appear in the simulations.

Raising the value ofD to 0.3220 in Example 2
significantly increasesh∗

B so that it is now larger than
hthresh, which has hardly changed. For this case, forma-
tion of a double compressive/undercompressive wave
is expected[7,8], with a uniqueb- andD-dependent
left statehuc for the leading undercompressive wave.
Its value can again be obtained from the traveling
wave ODE. The chordsA2C2 andA2P for the two
waves have positive slope, indicating that both waves
move away from the meniscus, albeit with different
speeds. The meniscus converges to a Type I solution
which determinesh∞ = h∗

B, as in the previous
example.

Example 3uses an even larger value ofD. Now h∗
B

is not only abovehthresh, but is so large that the chord
A3C3 for the trailing Lax wave would have a negative
slope, and therefore would move backwards! There-
fore, no Lax wave is able to separate from the menis-
cus. However, an undercompressive wave still appears,
and this has a positive speed. The meniscus settles into
a Type II solution with a far-field that is determined by
the undercompressive heighthuc > 2/3.

Interestingly, a structure resembling a stationary
Lax wave at the meniscus was reported by Schneemilch
and Cazabat[19] for experiments at a large incli-
nation angle ofα = 70◦. This would seem to corre-
spond to the oscillation seen in our Type II meniscus
profiles.
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